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An independent packing of triangles is a set of pairwise disjoint triangles, no two of which
are joined by an edge. A triangle bramble is a set of triangles, every pair of which intersect
or are joined by an edge. More generally, I consider independent packings and brambles
of any specified connected graphs, not just triangles. I give a min–max theorem for the
maximum number of graphs in an independent packing of any family of connected graphs
in a chordal graph, and a dual min–max theorem for the maximum number of graphs in a
bramble in a chordal graph.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, H is a fixed set of connected graphs. An H-subgraph of a given graph G is a subgraph of G
isomorphic to a member of H . An H-packing of a given graph G is a pairwise node-disjoint set of H-subgraphs of G. An
independent H-packing of a given graph G is an H-packing of G in which no two subgraphs of the packing are joined by
an edge of G. When H is a single graph H , we have H-packings and independent H-packings of G. Thus a K2-packing of
G is precisely a matching of G, and an independent K2-packing of G is precisely an induced matching of G. Similarly, an
independent K1-packing of G is precisely an independent set of nodes in G. The size of an independent packing is the number
of graphs in the packing. The independent H-packing problem asks for the maximum number of graphs in an independent
H-packing; that is, the maximum size of an independentH-packing.
The problem of finding a largest inducedmatching, i.e., the independent K2-packing problem, has beenwidely studied [6,
7,9–14,16,17,23,25,27]. It is known to be NP-hard for bipartite graphs [6,29], and for planar graphs [24]; polynomial-time
algorithms for various classes of structured graphs were given in [6,7,9,11,16,17].
In [8], we showed that the independent packing problem is polynomial-time solvable for many classes of structured
graphs, including weakly chordal graphs, asteroidal triple-free graphs, polygon-circle graphs, and interval-filament graphs.
These classes contain other well-known classes such as chordal graphs, cocomparability graphs, circle graphs, circular-arc
graphs, and outer-planar graphs. (See [4] for definitions of these classes of graphs.)
Recall that a graph is called chordal if it is the intersection graph of a set of subtrees of a tree. In this paper, I give a
min–max theorem for the maximum number of graphs contained in an independentH-packing of a given chordal graph G.
This extends the following min–max theorem given in [6] for the maximum size of an induced matching in a chordal
graph. To state the theorem, we need the following definition.
A K2-sunflower is a clique together with some incident edges. (In [6], I called these clique-neighbourhoods.) Please note
that in this paper, cliques are not necessarily maximal.
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Theorem 1 ([6]). For any chordal graph G, the maximum size of an induced matching in G equals the minimum number of
K2-sunflowers which together cover all the edges of G.
More generally, I define an H-sunflower of a graph G to be a clique C of G together with a set P of H-subgraphs of G
each of which intersects C; C is called the centre of the sunflower and P is called the set of petals of the sunflower. The size
of anH-sunflower is the number ofH-subgraphs it contains. We say anH-sunflower, S, of G covers a subgraph H of G if H
is a subgraph of S.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 2. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of an independent H-packing in G
equals the minimum number of H-sunflowers which together cover all theH-subgraphs of G.
Theorem 2 can also be stated in the following way.
Theorem 3. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of an independent H-packing in G
equals the minimum number of cliques of G which meet all theH-subgraphs of G.
To see that Theorems 2 and 3 are equivalent, note that if S is a set ofH-sunflowers of graphGwhich together cover all the
H-subgraphs of G, then the set of centres of S is a set of cliques whichmeet all theH-subgraphs of G. Conversely, given a set
C of cliques of G which meet all theH-subgraphs of G, if for each clique C ∈ C, we consider the sunflower S(C) consisting
of C together with allH-subgraphs of G which meet C, then {S(C) : C ∈ C} is a set ofH-sunflowers which together cover
all theH-subgraphs of G.
Hell, Klein, Tito-Nogueira and Protti [19–22] proved Theorem 3 in the case that H is a single fixed complete graph Kr ,
r ≥ 3.
Given a graph G and setH of graphs, we define another graph,H(G), whose nodes are theH-subgraphs of G, and such
that two nodes are adjacent exactly when the subgraphs they correspond to intersect or are joined by an edge of G. Then
independent H-packings in G correspond precisely to independent sets of nodes in H(G). Where H = {K2}, H(G) is the
square of the line-graph of G.
In [8], we proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4 ([8]). If G is a chordal graph andH is a fixed set of connected graphs, thenH(G) is a chordal graph.
Chordal graphs are perfect, and from the perfect min–max theorems for chordal graphs due to Hajnal and Surányi [18]
and Berge [2] together with Theorem 4, we obtain the following min–max theorems. An independentH-packing I covers
anH-subgraph H if H ∈ I.
Theorem 5. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of an independent H-packing in G
equals the minimum number of cliques of H(G) which together cover all the nodes of H(G).
Theorem 6. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of a clique in H(G) equals the
minimum number of independent H-packings of G which together cover all theH-subgraphs of G.
Theorems 5 and 6 will be more clear if we can characterize cliques inH(G).
Reed [28] defines a bramble in graphG to be a collection of node subsets ofG, each ofwhich induces a connected subgraph
of G, and every pair of which either intersect or are joined by an edge of G. Brambles are important in the study of tree-
width [1,3,28].
For a fixed setH of connected graphs, I define anH-bramble in a graph G to be a set S ofH-subgraphs of G, every pair
of which either intersect or are joined by an edge of G. The size of the bramble is |S|.
Clearly, the set of petals of any H-sunflower is an H-bramble. More generally, the set of all H-subgraphs of an H-
sunflower is anH-bramble.
It is easy to see thatH-brambles in G correspond precisely to the node-sets of cliques inH(G). AnH-brambleB covers
anH-subgraph H if H ∈ B. Thus Theorems 5 and 6 become the following.
Theorem 7. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of an independent H-packing in G
equals the minimum number of H-brambles of G which together cover all theH-subgraphs of G.
Theorem 8. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of anH-bramble in G equals the
minimum number of independent H-packings of G which together cover all theH-subgraphs of G.
In order to better understand Theorems 7 and 8, I now give a characterization ofH-brambles in chordal graphs.
Theorem 9. Let G be a chordal graph andH a fixed set of connected graphs. EveryH-bramble is contained in someH-sunflower.
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Proof. Consider a representation of G as the intersection graph of a collectionF of subtrees of a tree T . Tree T can be chosen
so that the nodes of T correspond to the maximal cliques in G, and so that where Tv is the subtree of T which represents
v ∈ V (G), the nodes of Tv correspond to the maximal cliques of T which contain v [5,15,30]. Let N be an H-bramble, say
N = {Si : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, where each Si is anH-subgraph of G. Since subgraph Si is connected, Ti = ∪{Tv : v ∈ V (Si)} is also
a subtree of T . Let F ′ = {Ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. Because N is a bramble, for every i and j, 1≤ i < j ≤ k, Ti ∩ Tj 6= Φ . Then by
the Helly property which holds for subtrees of a tree, ∩F ′ 6= Φ . Say c ∈ ∩F ′, where c ∈ V (T ). Then c corresponds to a
maximal clique C in G, and for every i, since c ∈ ∩F ′ = ∩{Ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, it follows that c ∈ Ti, and thus c ∈ Tv for some
v ∈ V (Si), and thus v ∈ C; so C intersects each Si. Thus the graph formed by ∪N is contained in theH-sunflower consisting
of C together with {Si : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, which is contained in theH-sunflower consisting of C together with theH-subgraphs
of Gwhich intersect C . 
Corollary 1. In a chordal graph, every maximalH-bramble corresponds to a maximalH-sunflower, and conversely.
Theorem 7 together with Corollary 1 gives Theorem 2.
Theorem 8 together with Corollary 1 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 10. For any chordal graph G and fixed set H of connected graphs, the maximum size of an H-sunflower equals the
minimum number of independent H-packings which together cover all theH-subgraphs of G.
WhereH = {K2}, Theorem 10 was proved in [6].
Given a graph G and a weighting w = (wv : v ∈ V (G)) of V (G), the weight of an independent set of nodes is the sum of
the weights of the nodes in the independent set. The weight of a clique is the sum of the weights of the nodes in the clique.
Given a graph G, a fixed set H of connected graphs, and a weighting w = (wH : H ∈ H) of H , the weight of an
independent H-packing is the sum of the weights of the graphs in the packing, and the weight of an H-sunflower is the
sum of the weights of itsH-subgraphs.
Weighted versions of the perfect graphmin–max theorems hold [26], and are stated below as Theorems 11 and 12. These
give Theorems 13 and 14 below, which are weighted versions of Theorems 2 and 10.
Theorem 11 ([26]). Let K be a perfect graph with node-set V (K). For any integer-valued weighting w = (wv : v ∈ V (K)) of
V (K),
max weight of an independent set in K
= min
{ ∑
cliques C of K
yC : ∀ nodes v of V (K),
∑
v is in clique C
yC ≥ wv; ∀ cliques C of K , yC ≥ 0, yC integer
}
.
Theorem 12 ([26]). Let K be a perfect graph with node-set V (K). For any integer-valued weighting w = (wv : v ∈ V (K)) of
V (K),
max weight of a clique in K
= min
{ ∑
indep. sets I of K
yI : ∀ nodes v of V (K),
∑
v is in indep. set I
yI ≥ wv; ∀ indep. sets I of K , yI ≥ 0, yI integer
}
.
Apply Theorem 11 to the graph K = H(G), where G is a chordal graph and whereH is a fixed set of connected graphs.
Then K = H(G) is a chordal graph, and thus is perfect. Also, H-subgraphs of G correspond to nodes of K = H(G);
independentH-packings in G correspond to independent sets of nodes in K = H(G); andH-sunflowers of G correspond
to cliques of K = H(G). Thus Theorem 11 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 13. Let G be a chordal graph with node-set V (G). Let H be a fixed set of connected graphs. For any integer-valued
weighting w = (wH : H ∈ H) of H ,
max weight of an independent H-packing in G
= min

∑
H-sunflowers S
yS : ∀H-subgraphs H of G,
∑
H is a subgraph
of sunflower S
yS ≥ wH; ∀H-sunflowers S of G, yS ≥ 0, yS integer
 .
Similarly, applying Theorem 12 to the graph K = H(G), where G is a chordal graph gives the following theorem.
Theorem 14. Let G be a chordal graph with node-set V (G). Let H be a fixed set of connected graphs. For any integer-valued
weighting w = (wH : H ∈ H) of H ,
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max weight of anH-sunflower in G
= min

∑
indep. H-packings I
yI : ∀H-subgraphs H of G,
∑
H is in
indep. packing I
yI ≥ wH; ∀ indep.H-packings I of G, yI ≥ 0, yIinteger
 .
WhereH = {K2}, Theorems 13 and 14 were proved in [6].
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